It is important to be aware that economic occurrences depend also on subjective (psychological and sociological) factors. In many cases these causes could be identified with propensities. Propensities could be understood as a generalized psychological and sociological causes that make probabilities of certain events higher in given objective circumstances. In the article proposition of determining impact of propensities on economic phenomena by means of residuals of econometric models for spatial data was discussed. Econometric consequences of omitting subjective factors (propensities) while analyzing socio-economic regularities were presented. Such kind of residuals as OLS, predictive, studentized, recursive and BLUS residuals were described. Econometric properties of mentioned residuals were also pointed out. In the empirical example all types of residuals were used to analyze impact of propensity to consume in chosen European countries in 2006.
Subjective phenomena are usually unobservable but their influence in some cases is possible to determine. In many cases subjective factors could be identified with propensities 1 .
The main aim of this paper is to present how impact of propensities could be identified by means of residuals of properly specified econometric models. It could be useful while analyzing impact of propensity to consumption (saving, investment, money storing) on consumption (savings, investments, money supply).
Analysis of influence of propensities on economic phenomena be means of residuals of econometric models
In general, impact of propensities on economic phenomena could be estimated by adding dummy variables as explanatory variables or by eliminating impact of propensities from all variables in the model. These conclusions come from Frisch-Waugh-Stone theorem 2 .
Dummy variable is equal one if object exhibits given propensity and zero otherwise.
Suppose that there is a following model:
( 1) where:
y -vector of observations made on dependent variable, X 1 , X 2 -matrixes of observations made on explanatory variables where first matrix contains objectives factors and the second -variables exhibiting subjective causes (propensities), u -error term.
The normal equations for (1) are
Estimates of parameters next to variables consisted in X 1 might be correctly calculated if subjective factors (X 2 ) are taken into account. Omitting variables present in X 2 makes 1 β biased by factor  
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After few transformations we know that
where
Equations (4)- (5) show that impact of propensities could be estimated after elimination of influence of variables being objective factors that appear in matrix X 1 .
In case of spatial data influence of propensities could manifest itself as large residuals in properly specified econometric models. By properly specified model, it is understood mod- 
we can see that:
because HX = X.
Covariance matrix of (6) has the form
, so residuals are heteroscedastic and autocorrelated because H is not diagonal. Instead of OLS residuals, predictive, studentized, recursive and BLUS residuals are often used Relation between OLS and predictive residuals could be expressed as:
where h i is i-th diagonal element of H matrix.
Because in case of OLS residuals
. As we can see predictive residuals are also heteroscedastic and autocorrelated but they are helpful in identification of untypical observations 7 .
Studentized residual is calculated as a predictive residual divided by its standard error:
where S 2 (i) is an estimated variance of residuals without i-th observation.
Predictive and studentized residuals could be also obtained by using dummy variables that are equal one for i-th observation and zero otherwise. The estimate of parameter next to dummy variable is a predictive residual and its t value is a studentized residual. Dummy variables defined in that way show impact of subjective factors (propensities).
Recursive residuals are homoscedastic and not autocorrelated. To estimate them, model for first i observation should be calculated (observations should be somehow ordered). Afterwards forecast for next observation
is computed. Error of prediction equals
. Variance of prediction takes the form
, where 2 σ is a variance of an error term in the (before) estimated model.
Recursive residuals are obtained as:
This procedure is then continued for all remained observations. 
H. Theil has proposed BLUS (Best

Empirical analysis of impact of propensity to consume on consumption spending
In empirical example all presented types of residuals were used to analyze the impact of propensity to consumption in chosen European countries in 2006. As variables, consumption per capita (c i ), income per capita (y i ) and long -term interest rate (r i ) in logarithmic form were taken. As a long-term interest rate interest of 10-years bond yields was assumed but impact of this variable was insignificant (on significance level 0.05). . Residuals used to identify the impact of propensity to consume are presented in Table 1 . Countries are ordered with respect to income per capita. All kinds of residuals show that significant impact of propensity to consume has taken place in Greece were OLS, predictive, recursive and BLUS residuals were higher than double standard error 2S e = 0.222 and studentized residual was higher than 2.
Estimated model
To sum up, in case of spatial data impact of propensities could by analyzed by means of residuals exhibiting subjective aspects of economic behavior. Because of lack of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation (if they are absent) recursive and BLUS residuals are recommended. Empirical analysis of consumption in European countries has indicated significant influence of propensity to consume in Greece in 2006.
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